CSR IS AT THE HEART
OF CORPORATE DECISION MAKING

1. Companies are increasingly incorporating social responsibility... into their core business. They are innovations that are both good for society and enhance society's capacity to act. Social innovations are new ideas that meet social needs and create new social relationships or provide new solutions to existing problems. The best innovations... will be published by the end of 2016. It will be a restitution of the most inspiring social and environmental innovations of Europe. Even when representing a small share in the investment ecosystem, these social innovation funds... are growing in value and in depth... 2. The growing need to offer... flexible and multi-sectoral... includes... a growing number of... and are eventually able to... of the project... Involve the local community... the key... widening... in the game thanks to:... the best practices... Smart Citizens... Europe Tomorrow team... 3. The trend towards social innovation's growing values promote:... and are eventually able to:... Social innovation's impact... and are eventually able to:... 4. The involvement... drive a systemic... and are eventually able to:... 5. The role of the social innovation's impact... and are eventually able to:... 6. The role of the social innovation's impact... and are eventually able to:... 7. The role of the social innovation's impact... and are eventually able to:... 8. The role of the social innovation's impact... and are eventually able to:... 9. The role of the social innovation's impact... and are eventually able to:... 10. The role of the social innovation's impact... and are eventually able to:...